The National Panel on the Community Dimensions of Fisheries Catch Share
Programs is the first national, bi-partisan panel to address the important
issue of how communities can participate and benefit under a catch share
model of fisheries management. Comprised of 11 diverse experts from
around North America, the panel spent a year reviewing existing and
emerging catch share programs, and issued a report and recommendations on March 15, 2011.

Catch shares: a definition
Catch shares are a means of managing
fisheries by allocating a specific portion of the total allowable catch of a
fish stock to individuals, cooperatives,
communities or other entities.

Although communities are included in the definition of catch shares, there
has been a notable lack of implementation of existing provisions for communities in the nation’s fisheries law.
As the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the U.S. Regional Fishery Management Councils
begin implementing NOAA’s Catch Share Policy, both agency and councils have an important opportunity to emphasize
and support fishing communities and jobs in the development of catch share programs.

The Panel’s key findings
b
A healthy, economically-viable fishing industry is vital to our
nation’s economy and food security. Done right, catch shares enhance
economic development in our coastal communities, create opportunity
for individuals and boost the resilience of our nation’s fisheries;
b
NOAA
and
councils should support and encourage
Community
Fishing
Associations,
which
provide affordable, local industry access to
fisheries and opportunities for qualified new
fishermen. There are
currently about a dozen CFAs nationwide
and we hope to see
many more;
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b
It’s crucial that fish allocations be traded, tracked and reported
in a transparent and accessible manner. Catch share programs should
consider performance-based renewals rather than just allocations in
perpetuity;
We strongly encourage councils to consider initial allocations of
fish quota to communities and for NOAA to expand its financial tools
to include public-private partnerships, loan guarantees and a dedicated
loan program to help communities purchase catch shares.

b
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The Panel’s Recommendations
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The Panel developed 16 recommendations directed at NOAA and
the eight U.S. Regional Fishery Management Councils responsible
for managing U.S. fisheries. These include:
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v NOAA should require that a significant and appropriate baseline
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v NOAA should invest in the research and development of business
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percentage of fisheries quota be anchored in communities in each
council region through entities like Community Trusts, such as the
Community Quota Entity program in Alaska;

models for new private/public financing mechanisms that promote
its program goals, as well as the capacity of fishermen and communities to utilize these mechanisms;

v NOAA budgetary resources should be used to further define and

develop guidelines for implementation of the community provisions
of the Magnuson-Stevens Act to be applied by all fishery management councils;

v NOAA and councils should ensure that monitoring standards and
costs do not disadvantage smaller scale fishing enterprises and the
communities dependent on them.
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Please see the full set of recommendations in the Panel’s executive summary and
report: www.ecotrust.org/fisheries For further information contact Megan Mackey,
Fisheries Policy Associate, 503-467-0784.

